Primary Maker: Riviere Brass & Bronze Works
Title: Filigree floor lamp
Date: 1900-1920
Medium: Glass, metal
Dimensions: Overall: 68 × 26 in. (172.7 × 66 cm) Overall (shade): 11 × 26 in. (27.9 × 66 cm)
Credit Line: Gift of Dr. Egon Neustadt
Object Number: N84.24.1

Object Name: Filigree floor lamp
Classification: TIFFANY

Curatorial Remarks:
While Tiffany Studios did produce filigree lamps, this example is thought to be from a competitor's workshop.

Physical Description:
Etched metal overlay floor lampshade; hexagonal shade with scalloped and beaded apron has metal filigree work in formalized leaf pattern backed by green glass; square stem widening at top and bottom and square platform of integrated base (N84.24.2) all with same metal filigree and green glass; all sections of platform, stem, and shade illuminated from the inside.

Related Objects: